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BoatsToGo.com Would Like to Introduce the Cutting-Edge Inflatable KaBoat
North Miami, FL, May 10, 2014 – Leading inflatable boat dealer BoatsToGo.com
would like to introduce an amazing new product, the cutting-edge KaBoat. This futuristic
inflatable boat combines the best features from a standard inflatable boat and an
inflatable kayak in order to create the best crossover vessel on the market today.
“Our inflatable boat manufacturer Saturn is always looking for ways to innovate,” said
BoatsToGo.com President Eliot. “And we think they have truly outdone themselves with
the amazing KaBoat, which mixes two great types of inflatable boats to create a fun,
speedy finished product that our customers have already fallen in love with.”
When Saturn set out to design the inflatable KaBoat, they wanted to make sure that,
above all else, it would be fun to use. That’s why they decided to go with a narrow hull,
which lessens friction and allows faster speeds and better overall performance when out
on the water. Available in 12’, 14’. 15’, and 16’ foot models, the KaBoat glides easily
over the water, requiring less energy to propel itself than a normal inflatable boat of its
size. This holds true whether you are paddling it like a kayak, or using your small gas or
electric engine.
“Saturn also designed the KaBoat with price in mind. They wanted to start something
new with this KaBoat, so they allowed us to price them in a way that would encourage a
lot of people to try this great new invention,” said Eliot. “Combine that with the current
inflatable boat sale we are running on BoatsToGo.com, and you can get out on the water
in your new inflatable boat for as little as $549!”
Another great feature about these KaBoats, along with most other inflatable boats, is how
portable they are. When in use, inflatable boats feel just as sturdy as hard-hull boats. But
they can easily be deflated, allowing you to store them in small spaces and travel with
them in your car. That means you do not have to spend money docking or transporting
them, saving you hundreds of dollars per month that you would need to spend if you
bought a hard-hull boat.
For more information about these cutting-edge KaBoats, and other inflatable boats, go to
BoatsToGo.com and take a look around.
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